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Improved payment velocity and 
turnaround time

Boosted KPIs and risk scores

Reduced denials

Better net collections

Reduced AR

Faster appeals

Better processes to win in the 
market

Outcomes You Can Count OnThe ATOM™ Technological Advantage

Turbocharge your revenue cycle with Advantum 
powered by ATOM™. Our innovative and proprietary 
software platform translates Advantum’s deep 
expertise into a technological advantage for our 
clients. While originally created as an internal 
resource for our services team, ATOM has grown into 
an indispensable RCM tool for our clients. 

Today, ATOM is an integrated and revolutionary suite 
of applications that streamline workflows, improve 
accuracy and efficiency, deliver actionable insights 
and provide transparent, real-time updates to our 
clients. With ATOM you get full visibility into the 
health of your revenue cycle.

Get the services and functionality you need 
without having to pay for those you don’t. 
The ATOM platform is both modular and 
customizable. We’re continually innovating, 
adding new features and solution sets to the 
platform as our tech team develops them.

ATOM
Applications

Turbocharging 
Technology For Revenue 
Cycle Management



Features Overview Advanced Features that 
Set ATOM Apart

Meet ATOM:

Smart workflows

AI machine learning

Advanced predictive analytics

Industry and internal benchmarking

Real-time status visibility and analytics

Single ecosystem with 24/7 secure 
portal access

Technology agnostic—works with your 
existing EHR or PM solution

Intuitive dashboards for status tracking 
and monitoring

Modular and customizable workflow 
tools 

Administrator defined user roles and 
security access 

Bulk data import and export capabilities

Analytical

Tactical

Operational

Management

ATOM automates repetitive, high-volume, rule-based 
processes to enable your staff to focus on higher-
value tasks.

ATOM is a powerful tool that leverages predictive 
analytics and machine learning to amplify the quality 
of our services—getting smarter over time. The more 
data that’s input, the more accurately and quickly 
ATOM is able to determine the likelihood of a claims 
payment or denial. Additionally, ATOM enables 
providers to not only benchmark their progress 
internally, but across the industry.

Integrations & Deployment
ATOM functions as an integrated overlay that works with 
your existing practice management solution as a single 
ecosystem. It delivers two way communication ensuring 
that your system of record stays current and accurate. 
Best of all, ATOM’s holistic service enhancement leverages 
your data as the source of truth, requiring minimal direct 
intervention by your team. In fact, we are finding that 
ATOM is so efficient and intuitive for new users that only 
minimal training is required.

For More Information
Contact Us:

866.814.5652
info@advantumhealth.com

We deliver full-scale solutions for RCM, serving as a 
one-stop shop for physicians, hospitals, and health 
systems. We partner with providers nationwide to 
deliver trustworthy, comprehensive RCM services that 
promote profitability and healthy growth. Advantum 
offers a clear financial advantage and scalability you 
can count on.

Advantum Health is the industry-leading 
practice revenue management authority.


